RELATED ISSUE 3
Should internationalism be pursued?

Key Issue
To what extent should we embrace nationalism?

Related Issue 1
Should nation be the foundation of identity?

Related Issue 2
Should nations pursue national interest?

Related Issue 3
Should internationalism be pursued?

Related Issue 4
Should individuals and groups in Canada embrace a national identity?

Chapter 9
Nations, Nation-States, and Internationalism
Does involvement in international affairs benefit nations and states?

Chapter 10
Foreign Policy and Internationalism
Should foreign policy promote internationalism?

Chapter 11
Internationalism and Nationalism
Does promoting internationalism affect nationalism?

Chapter 12
Internationalism and Global Issues
How effectively does internationalism address contemporary global issues?

This chart shows how you will progress through this related issue. Within each chapter, inquiry questions will help guide your exploration of responses to the chapter issue, related issue, and key course issue.